RI/FS team -

I typed-up all the various follow-up items that arose from today's monthly conference call (see attachment). This should help us all keep track of what we are supposed to do, and keep things on track. If there are any items that I missed, please let the group know. Thanks!

-Dante
2/11/08
Follow-up Items from Monthly RI/FS Call

• ZIMAS flag map
  o URS will revise map and submit to EPA.
  o Then EPA will send revised flag (with attached map) to City.

• Outreach
  o EPA to make 2 different letters to owners, one for owners we definitely
    want to meet with (such as NAPL areas, multi-parcel owners) and a
    different one for those we would offer to meet with if they want.
  o URS to make a list of owners subject to the Permit Review Pilot,
    suggesting a prioritization for which ones we want to meet with.
  o As soon as we get the City to implement their part, EPA will finalize and
    publish the fact sheet.
  o Pat to produce the parcel summaries/presentations.

• FS comments
  o EPA has finalized its last set of comments and will send it out (today).
  o Larry to forward to Rob Part 1 of the comments.

• 2/28 Meeting
  o RPs to meet internally to discuss the NAPL reports and establish an
    opinion on it and on the ratings.
  o EPA/DTSC to meet internally to discuss the NAPL reports and establish
    an opinion on it and on the ratings.
  o George/John to draft an agenda and submit to agencies within a few days,
    for agency review and input.
  o RPs to provide to agencies a list of comment issues in advance of 2/28
    meeting (by COB 2/22).